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Crimson Keep is a first person, action RPG. Descend into an ever-changing labyrinth full of monsters, traps, and treasure.
Locate the sunken remains of an ancient castle and cleanse it. The great power you find within could be your only hope of

escape.

Thirty years ago a curse destroyed the village of Larkstead. Banished to the dungeons below, your only hope is to explore,
scavenge, and fight for survival. Will you find the mysterious Crimson Keep? Will you escape this terrible place? Or will you be

food for the innumerable beasts and horrors that lurk below?
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Weapons with different speeds, damage arcs, and special attacks

Multiple classes, and abilities to choose from, each with strengths and weaknesses

Locational damage (aim and hit enemies in weak points)

Randomly generated areas, monsters, and loot each run

Achievements unlock more abilities to use and equipment to find

Completing the game unlocks new areas and bosses
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Permadeath

Cursed items

Hunger

Gods to worship
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Title: Crimson Keep
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Ian Atherton, Ben Rog-Wilhelm
Publisher:
Merge Games
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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This is a rather quirky puzzle game. I can recommend it but I will also warn you it requires some patience. The puzzles come in
the form of trying to make certain types of stars and constellations. Making stars can take time, practice and experimentation,
though. You sometimes have to wait for various stars to evolve to the right level and if it didn't work out the way you hoped then
you may have to start over. The game also doesn't hold your hand. You're expected to just jump right in with a "try various
things and see what happens" approach. It is sort of time sink-y in that regard. If you get stuck, however, there's a helpful "SOS"
button right in the game that links to a partial walkthrough just in case. If you're looking for a more laid-back kind of game, you
should be able to get into it.

The story is delivered in VN-style cutscenes and you learn of various NPCs' problems that you try to alleviate with the help of
the Star-Seeing Basin - a kind of sea monkey tank for pseudo stars. You'll place various types of seeds in the basin, grow some
stars, combine some elemental alignments and, voil\u00e0!, problems solved. If you're still not sure, there is a demo available.
Check it out!

Final Edit: Don't take my playtime to be an indicator of the length of the game. Due to the large amount of downtime while
growing stars, I often played this while doing other things so the playtime is inflated from idling. Having completed the game, I
would still recommend it to any puzzle game fan. It's rather unique and the story, while not terribly fantastic, still does a decent
job of driving the game and giving you goals..  Gameplay Video

It's refreshing to see a new VR title from a small, independent studio that isn't a simple asset flip. I could see this becoming one
of my favorite games for the Vive, provided it's updated with enough content to boost it's replayability.

 Pros

 Consistent tribal aesthetic

 Skill-based, ambidexterous archery mechanics

 Forgiving health\/life system
 Cons

 Hand model is gigantic

 Abundance of powerful bombs removes challenge

 Dumb AI, remaining enemies gather at empty totem platform instead of actively seeking totem pieces
It's probably a good idea to grab a copy of this one while it's cheap, in a few content updates it'll be a
steal.. I really wish I could recommend this game. The premise is fantasticly fun and what little I got to
play was great. But constant crashing and less than 10 frame per second playspeed just made it
intolerable.. bra RTS spill som kan minne litt om C&C Generals.. LIker faktisk dette bedre. Brilliant -
this is all assisted stuff, no musical talent required, but boy does it make you feel like you have some! The
VR options are nicely considerate to play space and making the 'choons is just immensely fun and
diverting. We've had amazing fun with this, super creative and it's really great pass-n-play with mates
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too. I'm off now to buy the Phineas and Ferb DLC for my 10 yr old. Keep up the great start devs!. Buy
the bundle that includes this DLC and the game. It only costs two more dollars than the game does, so
you save yourself three bucks. Worth it by far.. Turn based Nuclear Throne. Great daily runs.. Well
worth checking out
but this game is getting a lot of negative reviews for one reason
YOU NEED HAMACHI TO PLAY TWO PLAYERS

***********Since there are no actual servers made by this small developer, it's meant for computers on
the same line. Hamachi is meant to work around that**************. 7/10
Good story, sometimes I can related to one of its character.
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OK match 3 casual but seems to lack variety of game play,

68/100. Great Loco, sounds are quiet good too so i will recommend :). So I got this game recommended for Halloween and
while the atmosphere in the game is super eerie and creepy, the puzzles and bugs of the game just ruined the experience for me.

I were multiple times able to run through objects and wall, and fall out of the map as well as the physics object were super
weird. While some puzzles were really interesting and well thought out the majority of them were really hard to figure out and I
ended around just clicking everything hoping to find something as there were not really much to go on from other than a few
sound or visual clues on some of the puzzles, but those who did have the clues were really nice and seemed to be well thought-
out.

The game does also have a save decent function, and instead of restarting the game from the beginning it only takes you to the
beginning of the level. The last level were pretty punishing as you needed to do certain things in a specific order or you'll get kill
and restart the level from the beginning!

The background music were the same 2-3 minute loop over and OVER again for the entire game, and it got really old fast and
the few times there were a bit of silence or change to the music it was amazing.

The main monster; while he were creepy and it did get me a few times, the hiding mechanic makes it so easy to escape it.
Instead of the suspense of seeing the monster looking for you to seem to simply reset when to hide and the other "threats" in
game were main cheap\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665jump scares.

I will say the game is decent and I'd probably not be this critical over it if I haven't paid 5\u20ac for it, to be honest I've played
better free horror games that had an equal 2-3 hours play time.

I will however say the ending and the story the games tries to tell is pretty interesting and I've still not entirely figured out what it
all means but I probably won't play the game again to find out which is a shame.

Pros:
Nice atmosphere
Interesting plot

Cons:
Music gets trivial
Bad Physics\/going through walls
Monster\/Jump scares
There's better free games
Puzzles

Probably wouldn't recommend this unless you're really running out of things to play.
. I came into this game faily excited. However I quit being extremely frustrated.
If you don't mind being a completionist, this game could be fun otherwise, dont bother.
This game is ok as a mobile game while traveling I guess, but this is one of the few games I got in excited, and got out frustrated
and enraged.

Good things +++
Game play:
it's easy and simple! so far so good, it has some interesting rock scissors paper way of using the right units in the right places in
the right way.

artstyle:
the art looks ok I guess...
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Bad things ---
Story:
It lacks the voice acting that you hear in the video's. all you hear is some mumbling. because of this, the story feels tedious and
boring.

3 skull achievement system:
Each map will give you 3 missions you need to accomplish, accomplish 1, and you'll win the map. However, if you wish to get 3
skulls on EVERY map, you can forget it. 90% of these missions are very possible. which makes it even more frustrating when
you get to the "capture all buildings" missions. These are impossible. because to do this, you need to keep the enemy alive long
enough for you to take over the buildings. if you kill all enemies within a building, you lose. It's hard to explain, but I got 71/72
skulls in the first campaign. being forced to give up on that last skull crushed me. I don't believe I will even try any of the other
campaigns because of this.

Horrible AI:
they try to suicide themselves into the nearest enemy... Which is extremely frustrating when you're trying to keep them alive.
Which is hilarious since the game is supposed to give an emphasis on "crushing your enemies". But the main goal is to keep
your enemies alive long enough to achieve all your goals.

Beer:
to buy "items" for each mission you need to capture towns. these towns generate beer. which you can trade for items. However.
every single time you beat a mission you need to manually click the beer on every town. since each town gives 3 beer, make that
3 clicks. this part reminded me of a frustrating clicker game. having to scroll back to your first levels just to collect some crappy
beer...

Items:
the items dont fit in the game... at all... they feel like they're just added in to make the game slightly easier. in the first campaign
you get 3 different items... you dont need a single one of them... ever... and in the games where they WOULD be usefull. one of
the missions tells you not to use items. so yeah, items dont work in this game..
\u0e40\u0e01\u0e21\u0e19\u0e35\u0e49\u0e14\u0e35\u0e04\u0e23\u0e31\u0e1a\u0e1a\u0e2d\u0e01\u0e40\u0e25\u0e22. i
love farm mania. 1 out of 10

WARNING. NO UPDATES IN 7 MONTHS IN EA, ABANDONED BY DEV. DON'T BUY, DON'T GET RIPPED OFF.

I have no idea why this is getting a thumbs up from other users, this game is so very boring, uninteresting and not very well
made.

You'll be bored too and get a refund from Steam and move on with your life. I can't believe I've racked up over an hour, I
probably fell into a coma. I didn't pay full price, I picked up this turd of game within a cheap VR bundle. Lesson to remember,
indie VR game bundles are compiled of tedious, badly made VR trash.. Been playing the game more, up to Stage 27 but cant do
it ;X

Its really good game, different than other puzzle games, well worth $3!

To the developer, i notcied a few things

1) Sounds bugged out at the beggining of some levels
2) My retries seem to not display after 100ish

Venture into the depths...:
Today's the day brave adventurers!
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Crimson Keep is out today on PC and Nintendo Switch!

Explore the ever-changing labyrinth and try to make it out alive…

. Some of the enemies you can expect to find...:
BONEMAGE
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GHOST-PRIEST

CHERUB DEMONS
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GHOSTS

PIGMAN WARRIOR
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SKELETAL SWORDSMAN

PRINCE OPHION
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. The Time To Enter The
Crimson Keep Draws Near!:

Steel yourselves, brave adventurers. The time to enter the Crimson Keep draws near! Explore, scavenge, and fight for survival.
Will you find the mysterious Crimson Keep? Will you escape this terrible place? Or will you be food for the innumerable beasts
and horrors that lurk below?

Yes, the wait is almost over. The descent begins on November 29th.
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. Achievements and Unlockables:

Hey everyone, today I wanted to speak a little bit about our achievement system. I think achievements are tragically mishandled
in a lot of games. I would say eighty percent of games, probably more, don’t offer in game rewards for completing them. And
why shouldn’t they? If you remember back to the Rare Shooters on the Nintendo 64 (Goldeneye and Perfect Dark) you might
remember the awesome, pre “achievement” system in which the player had to complete special challenges in each stage.

The different difficulty modes for each stage naturally affected the damage enemies did and things like ammo and health for
the player, but more interestingly they added additional objectives. By beating each stage in these games on different difficulties
you essentially unlocked achievements, but these achievements provided the player with something: cheats/modes, and
eventually a fourth difficulty mode that turns the game into a sandbox of sorts. Players have the opportunity to go back and use
cheats which sometimes drastically change and unbalance the game, but can be a lot of fun to play around with.
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Many games have done unlockables like this, but a lot of the time they’re just cosmetic, or are after the game proper ends (new
game plus). Those Rare shooters, and more recent unlockable obsessed games like The Binding of Isaac, constantly reward the
player for playing well, and just playing at all. Almost(?) every achievement in The Binding of Isaac adds a new item or
character to the game’s massive pool content, changing the entire game (sometimes in a small way, other times in a big way)
after each achievement.

It’s our goal to do something similar with Crimson Keep. Classes, class abilities, areas, and items, can all be locked by
achievements in our game. Ideally (by the time the game is complete) each achievement will unlock a little piece of content in
our game, and keep you coming back for more!

Thanks for reading!
-Ian
. Update 11th December:

Hello Dungeon Crawlers,. Introducing the Team:

"Hey everyone, I’m Ian Atherton. I’m the artist and lead designer on Crimson Keep. If you haven’t heard of our game before
(that’s pretty likely) I’ll sum it up for you. It’s a first person action RPG with randomly generated areas and permanent death.
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You could call it a roguelike, or a roguelite, and in fact a lot of the design elements of the game have come out of classic
roguelikes like Dungeon Crawl: Stone Soup. I’ll go into more depth with what inspired the game in a future post. For now, let’s
get to know the team.

Ben Rog-Wilhelm is the programmer, but he also helps with design, and other decisions for the game. He has had a storied
career of working on some pretty cool games. He worked at Snowblind Studios on Champions Of Norrath, an Everquest themed
ARPG for the PS2. Later he worked at Trion, on Rift and Atlas Reactor. Since about a year ago he’s worked with Ludeon
Studios on the awesome Rimworld, and of course, for the last two years he’s been the backbone of Crimson Keep.

Starting in 2014 or so I’ve been working with a musician named Matt Oglesby, he started helping me on a horror game that
didn’t really go anywhere, aided me in various game jams, and eventually got on board to do the music and some sound design
for Crimson Keep! He’s been great to work with, and has recently gone full-time music composer/producer, so look forward to
seeing more great work from him, both in our game and others.

And well, as I mentioned at the start of this post, I’m Ian. I’ve been doing mostly 3d artwork in the indie game scene since 2012,
the first game that had my art on steam was Malevolence: The Sword of Ahkranox, so shoutout to those guys! Since then I’ve
done art and design on games like Fjall (a puzzle platformer) and Shoppe Keep (a merchant sim). In 2015 we started work on
Crimson Keep, and we’re excited to let it loose upon the questing masses.". Monsters and magic awaits....:
Hello Everyone!

With less than 24 hours to go we're excited for you to get your hands on Crimson Keep!!
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There's tonnes to discover in this game and we look forward to hearing what you think. 

 

Be sure to join our Discord [discord.gg]channel for the latest info and chat with more of the Crimson Keep community.

Good luck...
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